Revolutionize your escalators by adding colour!

Vibrant & Glossy
EHC is proud to be the only handrail manufacturer that offers an unlimited selection of custom colour handrail options. ColourRail is easy to clean and stays vibrant & glossy for the life of the handrail.

Custom Colours
Consider matching your new handrails with your surroundings or to make the escalator and environment more appealing. More than ever, building owners are pushing the limits beyond black handrails and realizing the endless possibilities.

Getting a custom colour handrail is as simple as sending EHC a colour swatch or pantone number. Once we receive your desired colour we will send you a thermoplastic chip for approval.

ColourRail™

• EHC is the only handrail manufacturer that can match or create any custom colour.

• Custom colours are easy. Send us a colour swatch - we will match it!

• ColourRail stays vibrant & glossy.

• Recyclable.

ColourRail can also be recycled, reducing its environmental impact.

Designer Options: Unlimited.